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There are the following main assumptions of the Valence-shell Electron-pair Repulsion (VSEPR) model.

- The arrangement of covalent bonds of the atom centre analyzed depends on the number of electron pairs in its valence

shell: bonds and nonbonding pairs as lone electron pairs.

- The arrangement of valence electron pairs around the centre considered is to maximize their distances apart.

- The non-valence electrons - inner electrons with nucleus (i.e. the core) possess the spherical symmetry (or at least it is

in force for the main groups elements).

It is worth to note that the intra- and intermolecular interactions influence on electronic and molecular structures in

accordance with this VSEPR model.
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1. The VSEPR model, hypervalency and secondary bonds

The following structures are predicted by the Valence-shell electron-pair repulsion, VSEPR, model  if the number of

valence electron pairs of the centre considered increases from two to six: linear (L), trigonal (Tr), tetrahedral (Td), trigonal

bipyramid (TBP), and octahedron (Oc) (Tr, Td, TBP, and Oc designations follow those proposed by Martin.  These

structures may be determined by the AX E  marks (according to ref.[1]) where A is the central atom, n is a number of X

atoms linked by single bonds with A-centre, and m is a number of nonbonding or lone electron pairs, E´s. In other words,

there are n+m electron pairs in the valence shell of the central atom. The atoms designated as X and connected with A-

centre are not necessarily the same.

The VSEPR model is related to the hypervalency phenomenon and to so-called secondary interactions. If we limit to

elements of main groups as centres, then “a hypervalent molecule is one that has more than four pairs of valence

electrons around the central atom”.  These electron pairs are understood here as covalent bonds to this centre and as

nonbonding pairs such as lone electron pairs. This is a similar categorization of electron pairs as in the VSEPR model. On

the other hand the secondary bond (or secondary bonding) term is often applied to mark interactions that are not typical

covalent bonds. This term was introduced by Alcock to describe atom-atom intra- and inter-molecular contacts in crystals

which are longer than typical bonds and shorter than the corresponding sum of their van der Waals radii.

In the case of the central atom that obeys the octet rule, the additional interaction (secondary bond) may lead to the

increase of the electron charge at this centre and consequently to the hypervalency. One may refer to the 4e-3c structure

(four electrons - three centres), marked as X-A···B where the A-centre involved in a contact with B that donates the lone

electron pair is hypervalent in the case of strong interactions.  The latter contact, i.e. the additional A···B secondary

bond is responsible for the hypervalency of the A-centre; in the isolated X-A species the A-centre obeyes the octet rule.

The 4e-3c structure may be related to numerous interactions (secondary bonds) analysed in numerous studies, to

hydrogen bonds, halogen and tetrel bonds, and many others.  The [FHF] anion is an example of a very strong hydrogen

bond  where the H-centre may be considered as the hypervalent one.  The hydrogen centre in this anion does not

obey the duplet rule that is considered for H-centre (and He) instead of octet rule which is applied for other elements. It is

worth noting that for systems of three atoms such as those discussed here the term of 3c/4e hypervalent ω-bond was

introduced  (3c/4e designation follows ref.8). Thus the latter term of hypervalent bond is related to the hypervalency of

the centre considered. This is why the secondary bonds, especially the strong ones, are equated with the hypervalent

bonds where the interacting centre does not obey the octet rule. However one should remember that the term

"hypervalent bond" (ω-bond) concerns three-centre system (X-A···B) while the secondary bond two-centre system (A···B)

rather.
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The hypervalency as an electronic structure phenomenon is discussed and questioned in some studies.  It was

pointed out that for numerous centres that are usually indicated as the hypervalent ones, the number of electrons

attributed to valence shell often only slightly exceeds, if it does at all, number eight. It was justified also that there are

mechanisms that try to protect the octet or doublet structure of the central atom if this is the main group element or

particularly H-atom, respectively.  These mechanisms lead most often to the outflow of the electron charge from the A-

centre into other parts of the species acting as the Lewis acid unit (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1. The electron charge shifts resulting from the secondary interaction (A···B).

This scheme shows that the additional interaction of the centre A with the Lewis base site (centre B) results in the electron

charge transfer to the Lewis acid unit (XA), mainly to the A-centre. This could lead to the increase of the negative charge

of A and consequently to the situation that A does not obey the octet rule. However there are mechanisms to protect the

electronic structure of A. For example, the electron charge is further transferred to the remaining parts of the XA species.

2. The classification of interactions

The hydrogen bond is an interaction that was analysed in various studies due to its crucial role in numerous physical,

chemical and biological processes.  The halogen bond, another interaction, may be treated as the counterpart of the

hydrogen bond.  This may be surprising since the electronegative halogen plays here a role of the Lewis acid centre.

One of explanations of dual character of halogens that may act as Lewis acid and Lewis base centres is based on the σ-

hole concept.  According to this concept, the depletion of the electron charge in the elongation of bond to halogen

results in the increase of electrostatic potential (EP) at the edge of halogen centre, up to positive values. This region is

named as the σ-hole. Consequently, the excess of the electron charge in the perpendicular direction and near to this

direction also occurs that is connected with the negative electrostatic potential. Scheme 2 illustrates the dual character of

the halogen centres.

Scheme 2. The dual character of the halogen centre (Hal) which is connected by covalent bond with the Z-centre.

One can see that regions of the depletion and concentration of the electron charge occur for halogen centres; they

correspond to their Lewis acid and Lewis base properties, respectively. The electron charge distribution presented in

Scheme 2 has approximately an ellipsoidal shape. It is worth to note that the fluorine centres possess usually only

characteristics of the Lewis bases, the cases they act as Lewis acid centres are rather rare.
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A similar situation to this one described for halogens occurs for other elements of main groups. In the elongation of bonds

to the elements of 16, 15, and 14 groups, the regions of the positive EP are observed that often results in interactions of

these elements with the electron donors.  The corresponding interactions are named as the chalcogen, pnicogen, and

tetrel bonds, respectively. For noble gas elements such positive EP regions are also observed which may interact with the

Lewis base units through aerogen bonds.

There are other regions of positive EP that may act as the Lewis acid sites. These are π-holes observed for some planar

molecules or for planar fragments of molecules.  For example, such regions may occur at triel centers (13th group

elements).  It is worth mentioning that the π-hole may be associated with a specific atom or with two or more atoms. For

example, in benzene and its derivatives π-holes are craters above and below the rings.

The interactions related to groups of the periodic system were mentioned above here (tetrel bonds, chalcogen bonds, and

others). However it is worth mentioning that the names related to single elements appear also from time to time in various

studies. For example, the hydrogen bond, the lithium, carbon, fluorine, gold, beryllium, and magnesium bonds often occur.

One can see that these names, both related to groups and to single elements, are connected with the Lewis acid

properties of the centre involved in the interaction, which was discussed in one of the latest studies.  However, names

related to the Lewis base properties of the centre being in a contact with the electron acceptor occur sometimes; one can

mention hydride and halide bonds.

One can see that the classification of interactions is not systematic and uniform. One can have numerous reservations to

classifications and names of interactions (secondary bonds).  These reservations are shortly presented below here.

- The majority of names of interactions refers to the Lewis acid centres, less often some names concern the Lewis base

centres.

- Some of names concern groups, and some of them only single elements.

- The properties of interactions within the same group of the periodic system may differ significantly. For example, halogen

bond with the chlorine centre possesses different properties than such interaction with the iodine centre.

- There are numerous sub-classes within any interaction considered, for example, there are numerous sub-classes of the

hydrogen bond related to the electron donor site that could be a single centre, multi-centre related to π-electrons or

multicentre related to σ-electrons.

3. Secondary bonds and changes of conformations

The intra- or intermolecular interactions (secondary bonds) lead to structural changes that mainly concern conformations

of centres being in contact. These structural modifications are greater for stronger interactions which are often classified

as hypervalent bonds. Let us describe geometrical deformations related to changes of conformations which accompany

formation of tetrel bonds. The tetrel bond is an interaction between the tetrel centre (14 group element) acting as the

Lewis acid site and the electron donor. In the case of tetrahedral conformation corresponding to the sp  hybridization of

tetrel centre, there are four σ-holes in extensions of bonds to this centre. The interaction of tetrel species through such σ-

hole with the electron donating ligand may lead, in the case of strong interaction, to the trigonal bipyramid conformation or

to the structure possessing geometry close to this conformation.  

A similar situation occurs for the pnicogen (15 group element) cations characterized by the tetrahedral geometry which

through σ-holes located at pnicogen centre may interact with electron donors; the latter may lead to the trigonal bipyramid

geometry, similarly as it is observed for tetrel bonds. For both types of interactions, for neutral tetrel bonds and for charge

assisted pnicogen bonds, numerous correlations were found which show that for stronger interactions the systems are

closer to the trigonal bipyramid structure. For very weak interactions the tetrahedral structure is only slightly disturbed.

Hence one can see that both interactions, the charge assisted pnicogen bond and the tetrel bond, which concern

elements of different groups possess very similar characteristics.

The structural changes are also observed for the triel bonds. The triel centres are often located in planar molecules or in

planar fragments of molecules and they are characterized by the regions of the positive electrostatic potentials, such

regions are related usually to the π-holes. These triel centres may interact with electron donors that leads, in the case of

strong interactions, to the change of the trigonal configuration of the triel centre into the tetrahedral structure.  These are

only few examples of changes of configurations being a result of interactions.
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4. Secondary bonds and the VSEPR model

Figure 1, as a whole, is of more general meaning since it presents the configurations predicted by the VSEPR approach

where not only bonds that influence the molecular shapes are taken into account but also lone electron pairs. In other

words valence electron pairs are taken into account. The AX E  designations applied in this figure should be understood

in the same way, as it was described earlier here. To simplify these designations, the differences between n ligands

(marked as X) linked with A-centre are not specified.

Figure 1. The VSEPR structures and their interrelations with interactions. The lone electron pairs presented as ellipsoids

do not correspond to their shapes, they are introduced only to show schematically their localizations according to VSEPR

model. The bonds are designated by red solid lines. The black circle corresponds to the centre considered, AX E  marks

the type of structure where n and m subscripts correspond to the number of ligands (X) and electron pairs (E),

respectively (n or m is omitted if it is equal to one). The green arrows show interactions that change one of structures into

another one.

Few interactions are involved in Figure 1. The hydrogen and halogen bonds are included there. Let us look at other

interactions. For example, the change of the tetrahedral (Td) AX E  configuration into the AX E (TBP) may be realized

through the chalcogen bond. There are numerous examples of such a situation. As the interaction of SFCl possessing the

AX E  configuration with Cl  anion that leads to the SFCl anion. The latter is a very strong interaction thus the product of

this reaction (interaction) is characterized by the AX E  configuration of the trigonal bipyramid where lone electron pairs

are located in the plane of the triangle. However, it is more often observed that the chalcogen bond leads to the change of

AX E into the geometry being intermediate between Td (AX E ) and TBP (AX E ). The same concerns other

interactions; the change of AX  into AX (Td into TBP) may be realized only by the extremely strong tetrel bond where the
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trigonal bipyramid structure corresponds to the transition state of the S 2 reaction.  The ClCH ····F  tetrel interaction is an

example that is the preliminary stage of the S 2 reaction. The AX configuration of the ClCH species changes into the

AX  configuration of ClCH F- transition state and next for products, Cl ····CH F, the CH F possesses the AX

configuration.

It is worth mentioning that not only the tetrel bond may realize the AX → AX change. It may be also the charge assisted

pnicogen bond described in the former section. The same concerns other interactions indicated in Figure 1. Each of

changes shown in this figure is realized by various types of interactions in various types of structures. The following

changes of structures were shown for the interactions usually characterized as the σ-hole bonds; halogen, chalcogen,

pnicogen, and tetrel bonds; AXE → AX E , AX E → AX E , AX E → AX E and AX → AX , respectively. The AX → AX

change may be realized by the triel bond while the AX → AX by the beryllium bond or other alkaline earth bonds.

However, as it was noted above here, each of these changes of conformations may be realized by at least few different

interactions (secondary bonds). Similarly, each of interactions may realize various changes of conformations. For

example, the halogen bond if concerns the multivalent halogen centre may concern different changes of structures from

those mentioned earlier here (i.e., from AXE → AX E  change typical for the monovalent halogens).

It is also worth to note that conformations presented in Figure 1 often do not correspond to real electronic structures.

However, their changes described earlier here and particularly their interactions are well fitted into the structures predicted

by the VSEPR approach (Figure.1). The structure of water is an example since the sp  hybridization model is often

presented with the oxygen located in the centre of the tetrahedron and both two OH bonds and two lone electron pairs

directed towards the vertices. Numerous structural properties of water clusters as well as numerous crystal structures

containing water molecules are in line with this model. It is worth noting, however, that this is not true picture of the water

molecule; two lone electron pairs are not equivalent and the sp  hybridization model is not correct.
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